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capitalism
 A Journal of History and Economics

A NEW SEMIANNUAL JOURNAL
edited by 

Marc Flandreau 
University of Pennsylvania

Julia Ott 
The New School

Francesca Trivellato
Institute for Advanced Study

Capitalism: a Journal of History and EConomiCs 
offers a trans-disciplinary forum for the examination of the history of 

economic phenomena broadly conceived. It features original and peer-re-

viewed contributions by authors from across the humanities and social sci-

ences on the historical dimensions of markets, capitalism, political econo-

my, and economic thought. It is also interested in how economic questions 

interact with those of power, knowledge, race, class, and gender, as well 

as the interplay between the environment and the economy, in any region 

of the world. The journal aims to publish canon-questioning research that 

challenges and denaturalizes existing categories and modes of analysis. 

special debut rate: 
$30 for two semiannual issues

subscribe at cap.pennpress.org

Use the coupon code “CAP21” for the special discount.

new issue coming soon


